THE BEAUTY OF LED TECHNOLOGY

Universal ColorLogic® LED lights are 100% brighter* than current color LED lights, and 50% brighter than the leading competitors’ standard SAm® light. But the real beauty is in the savings. Pool owners can upgrade from incandescent lights and save as much as 86% on energy costs. These LED lights last 20 times longer, virtually eliminating service calls for burned-out bulbs. There are no bulbs, filaments, color wheels or moving parts.

THE SAFETY OF HAYWARD® LED TECHNOLOGY

Our 2-wire low voltage light is made entirely of high impact plastic with an unbreakable lens and no exposed metal components. These are all reasons why UL lists it for safe installation in virtually any niche.

THE RANGE OF HAYWARD LED TECHNOLOGY

Universal ColorLogic Pool and Spa lights are available for two primary means of control; they can be controlled by simply toggling your standard light switch or by using your remote control. Networked models are designed for advanced orchestration and control when used with our Pro Logic® controller and when using Pro Logic, it allows you to customize color shows with speed, motion and 101 colors.

All lights ship with Smooth White and Silver Luster Starburst trim rings. Additional rings to match your pool and spa are also available in White Starburst, Faux Chrome, Black, Blue, Beige and Gray.

Easily convert your 120V lighting system to low voltage using our transformer/J-Box retrofit kit available for the most popular J-Boxes.

If you are planning for multi-light installations, the Hayward 300 watt transformer is the cost-effective solution for these new construction projects.

THE CAPABILITY OF HAYWARD LED TECHNOLOGY

These lights are UL listed for safe installation in virtually any niche, including Hayward, Pentair®, Jandy®, American®, Sta-Rite®, Purite®, Pentair® Submersible, and CHD® niches. For additional information, please see our website.

Universal ColorLogic is UL listed for wall and floor installation. For new installations, the revolutionary shallow pool niche that does not require to be bonded or grounded, allows you to further save costs on installation and materials necessary to install this light.

*Based on measured test data at time of print.
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See the difference one light makes.

At last the light that changes everything!

Hayward’s Universal ColorLogic is the first automated color changing pool light that can spectacularly illuminate nearly any existing pool or spa with vibrant color. Specifically designed to deliver beautiful, rich colors and exciting shows to pools limited by a single light. More lights? More brilliant, saturated color. Let your pool and spa set the theme for your party — no matter what the holiday! Pool parties are now more fun and intimate evenings are more inspired.

And now Hayward’s design is UL listed to retrofit the vast majority of today’s pools. They’ll easily and safely fit virtually any lighting niche in just about any pool, no matter when or where it was installed.

Universal ColorLogic patent pending LED lights are 100% brighter* than any other color LED pool light. It’s optimized TIR optic casts and keeps more light throughout the entire pool. Now it comes standard with 10 vibrant colors and 7 programmed light shows to choose from, more when used with Hayward Pro Logic Controls. You can even install these pool and spa lights as close as 4 inches from the waterline to light even the shallowest areas. Transform your backyard into a color oasis with Hayward’s Universal ColorLogic LED lighting.

*Based on measured test data at time of print.

Universal ColorLogic® with Pro Logic® is just too logical

Combining our Universal ColorLogic with a Pro Logic control unit just makes sense these days. Not only do you upgrade to 101 colors and 11 color-changing shows — all adjustable for speed, motion and brightness — you can totally automate a pool, spa and backyard.

Pool owners get more leisure time by automating pH and sanitization, filtration cycles and more. Using Pro Logic with EcoStar® — the industry’s most energy-efficient variable speed pump — saves up to 90% on energy costs compared to ordinary single-speed pumps. Pro Logic also lets pool owners control backyard functions like patio and yard lights, pond pumps and fire pits.

DAZZLING LIGHT SHOWS

Voodoo Lounge
When it’s time to really get the party going, uncork over 1,500 quick-changing colors for an unforgettable night.

Twilight
Over 1,500 colors constantly change to create a relaxing and sophisticated mood for evening entertaining.

Tranquility
Set the mood for a relaxing evening with this serene show mixing calming blues and whites.

Gemstone
Vibrant blue, green and magenta make this show a priceless choice for any pool party.

USA
Shines patriotic spirit on the Fourth of July or anytime with a star-spangled red, white and blue show.

Mardi Gras
Kids and adults alike will love the 32 fast-changing colors and carnival atmosphere created by this cheerful show.

Cool Cabaret
Hit the disco and turn your pool into a nighttime hot spot with this vibrant show of over 100 colors.

ADDITIONAL LIGHT SHOWS

Rainbow
Enjoy every available color thanks to a radiant show roll through the color spectrum.

Harmony
Discover how peaceful your pool can really be with vivid blue/green light mix.

Custom Fade
Program your own smooth fading light show using five fixed colors.

Custom Chase
Program your own light sequence using five fixed colors.

Lights are compatible with ColorLogic and Pentair® SAm® stand alone light shows, as well as ColorLogic 4.0 customized Networked Light Shows.